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Storage and release of mechanical waves without energy loss

director of the Photonics Initiative at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center, CUNY...

SCIENTISTS HAVE COME UP WITH A WAY TO STORE AND RELEASE MECHANICAL WAVES WITH NO ENERGY LOSS

Scientists at the Advanced Science Research Center at The Graduate Center, CUNY have demonstrated, in a proof-of-concept experiment, that it...

The Thorny History of Reparations in the United States
“There was the sense that Germans had done something very bad and needed to make amends,” says historian John Torpey, a professor at The Graduate...

Academic Minute: Remedial Math

Alexandra W. Logue, research professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, examines how math could determine...

Should de Blasio eliminate gifted programs?

think tank; Stephen Brier, professor of urban education at CUNY Graduate Center; and Ujju Aggarwal, an assistant professor...

Gifted and talented purge will spark Asian exodus: activist

a stampede out of the system, Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center education professor David Bloomfield said those scenarios...
The New York Times • Paul Krugman • Aug 26, 2019 01:43 pm

Trump and the Art of the Flail

Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

WNYC • Brian Lehrer • Aug 26, 2019 12:10 pm

Why Is the Amazon Burning?

and Human Rights in Brazil and currently a visiting scholar at the CUNYGraduate Center, and Terrence McCoy, The Washington...

Jacobin • Luke Illiott-Negri • Aug 26, 2019 09:25 am

A Strategy to Build Labor Power

Op ed authored by Luke Elliott-Negri who is active in the labor movement and is a PhD student in sociology at the CUNY Graduate Center.
Slavery Was Not a Secondary Part of Our History

There is, however, a competing narrative that puts slavery at the center of constitutional debate and ties white racism to the revolutionary...

The (Metaphorical) Blackface Of Stranger Things

performer Bert Williams). In the words of professor Eric Lott from the Graduate Center at CUNY: The mask, I think, says to...

Do one in four young black men ‘end up in the criminal justice system?’

The phrase "end up in the criminal justice system" is vague, said Candace McCoy, a professor in the Graduate Center’s Department of Criminal...
The Swole Women of Sparta Wrestled, Danced, and Drank

B. Pomeroy, an emeritus professor of classics at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, in her book Spartan...

Trump, QAnon and an impending judgment day: Behind the Facebook-fueled rise of The Epoch Times

confusing,” said Ming Xia, a professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York who has studied Falun Gong....

‘It’s Not the Same’: Why War Refugees Who Helped Revive St. Louis Are Leaving

“In places like the Midwest, unlike the Northeast or California, you’ve got to convince people that it is a cool idea, not just to go to the...

Art Disappears in Private Hands. Can Social Media Resurface It?
“This is really not a museum by any stretch of the definition," said Claire Bishop, a professor of art history at the Graduate Center at the...

**Report reveals the changes that have been recorded in the population of Washington Heights and Inwood in recent years**

The economic advance between some sectors of the community is marking the differences in these areas of Upper Manhattan. According to the Center...

**Researchers identify glial cells as critical players in brain's response to social stress**

"...mental disorders."

**Mapping Hard-to-Count Communities for a Fair and Accurate Census**
Steve Romalewski directs the CUNY Mapping Service at the Center for Urban Research at CUNY's Graduate Center. Raima Roy...

**ScienceDaily** • Aug 9, 2019 02:22 pm

**Enhancing the quality of AI requires moving beyond the quantitative**

for Public Knowledge, and Emanuel Moss, a doctoral candidate at the City University of New York. “To achieve socially just...

**The John Batchelor Show** • JOHN BATCHelor • Aug 9, 2019 01:53 pm

**Compelling and surprising evidence of Homo Sapiens in Greece more than 200,000 years ago**

Prof Eric Delson, Lehman College and The Graduate Center, CUNY. American Museum of Natural History.

**NY Daily News** • Candace McCoy • Aug 9, 2019 05:00 am

**Reasons to fire Daniel Pantaleo**

McCoy is a professor of criminal justice at John Jay College and CUNYGraduate Center. Latest Opinion Return Home Ross and...
Driving Forces on WBAI • Jeff Simmons and Celeste Katz • Aug 8, 2019 01:42 pm

White Supremacy, Hate Speech, and the Age of Trump

Jeff and Celeste discuss white nationalism, social media, and more in the wake of the recent mass murders in El Paso, Dayton and elsewhere with...

New York 1 • Staff • Aug 7, 2019 02:19 pm

Remembering Toni Morrison August 7, 2019

Graduate Center alumna Associate Professor Maureen Fadem is interviewed on NY1 discussing the legacy and passing of Nobel laureate Toni Morrison...

The Takeaway • Andres O'Hara • Aug 5, 2019 05:33 pm

The Political Future of Puerto Rico

Joining us are Michael Deibert, a reporter for Bloomberg covering the political situation in San Juan, and Yarimar Bonilla, Professor of Puerto...
Deconstructing Clarence Thomas

, a political scientist at Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center at the City University of New York, seeks to answer this...

Forget law school, these kids want to be a YouTube star

professor of sociology at the City College of New York and the CUNY Graduate Center, said the Lego survey may show that the...

'A national problem': U.S. housing affordability is out of whack with minimum wage

," Susan Saegert, a professor of environmental psychology and geography at the CUNY Graduate Center, told Yahoo Finance. “It...
Warren Versus the Petty Plutocrats

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman, who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008...

Activist talks US prison abolition, flaws in prison system

“Leading sometimes with your heart instead of your head needs to be done to get this movement done,” said Gilmore, director of the Center for...

The Name “Dewey” Is Synonymous With Libraries. So Why Did Librarians Strike It From an Award?

Emily Drabinski, a librarian at the Mina Rees Library at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, and an at-large...
Bill de Blasio suddenly changes tune on testing for elite high schools

Brooklyn College and CUNY Grad Center education professor David Bloomfield agreed with Haimson that de Blasio’s recent remarks show his weakness...

Featured Authors Corey Robin ’89 Explains the Enigmatic Clarence Thomas

Idea. He teaches political science at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center. Robin’s writing has appeared in The New...

POLITICO U.N. Playbook, presented by S&P Global: Of democrats and dictators — Timmermans’ tour — Interview with Rutte

for Refugees Kelly T. Clements. Elebash Recital Hall, part of the CUNY Graduate Center on 5th Ave. Eventbrite page THANKS:...
Serving Immigrant and Refugee Students

for New York City’s Bridges to Academic Success, a CUNY Graduate Center team that develops curriculum for refugee and immigrant...

How To Make Your Philanthropy Count

“These websites can help you get a sense of how organizations spend your donations,” said Kathleen McCarthy, director of the Center on Philanthropy...

Privacy, accuracy, and the looming 2020 census

, a sociology professor at Queens College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He uses a lot of redistricting...

The Problematic Politics Of Style And Gender Identity In The Workplace
Age: 25

Current occupation: Ph.D. candidate in critical social-personality psychology at the CUNY Graduate Center and professor...

Studying the Causes of Borderline Personality Disorder

., at Hunter College and the Neuroscience Collaborative at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, has set out to...

Dr. Michio Kaku to Deliver Keynote Address at Gastech 2019

and a professor of theoretical physics at the City College of New York and CUNY Graduate Center. Dr. Kaku has written several...

New Study Shows That Union Erosion Contributed To Disproportionately Low-Wage Job Growth

Milkman, Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies and the Graduate Center, CUNY....
Breakthrough enables storage and release of mechanical waves without energy loss

director of the Photonics Initiative at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center, CUNY...

The answer to organized labor’s woes? Immigrants.

" said Joshua Freeman, a labor historian and professor at CUNY’s Graduate Center. “And considering that the (New York Taxi Workers...

Eliminate gifted, scrap middle school screening — but only study high school admissions? A gap in diversity recommendations draws attention

, professor of educational leadership, law, and policy at the CUNY Graduate Center and Brooklyn College. “I think it’s a compromise...
Controversial Plan Recommends Eliminating Gifted-And-Talented Programs In NYC Schools

" said David Bloomfield, a professor of education at the **CUNY Graduate Center**. A mayor spokesperson says he's reviewing the...

Monster or Human?

... is a clinical psychologist, a professor at John Jay College and the **Graduate Center at CUNY**, and the author of Written Off:...

Even Some College Tends to Pay Off

The research found “very substantial increases in employability and income” for this group of former students, who attended community college...
Banning Ilhan Omar & Rashida Tlaib will turn young American Jews against Israel

Opinion editorial by Samuel Heilman, a distinguished professor of sociology at Queens College and holds the Proshansky Chair of Jewish Studies...

CUNY has betrayed its greatest reformer

this if they wanted. Another possibility is renaming for Herman the CUNYGraduate Center, built during his tenure as board...

Trump, QAnon and an impending judgment day: Behind the Facebook-fueled rise of The Epoch Times

“Li Hongzhi simplified meditation and practices that traditionally have many steps and are very confusing,” said Ming Xia, a professor at the...

Who are the Chinese-Indonesians? Monash University to outstrip simplistic views on ethnicity
are Karen Strassler, professor of anthropology at Queens College and CUNY Graduate Center in the United States, and Hilmar...

**WOW2: Early August's Women Trailblazers and Events in Our History - 2019**

1974, mathematics professor at Lehman College and at the Graduate Center, both of the City University of New York; noted for...

**Fearing Trump’s New Crackdown, Immigrants Are Already Forgoing Food Stamps**

at Dissent and a co-producer of the "Belabored" podcast. She studies history at the CUNY Graduate Center. She tweets at @meeshellchen....

**Bringing “Affirmative Consent” Into Law Has Stalled—But Advocates Will Try Again.**

KC Johnson is a professor of history at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center. Source: Bringing “Affirmative Consent”...
Like his father before him, Bushwick assemblyman to face socialist challenger

based on those results in the 54th Assembly District." CUNY Graduate Center Political Science professor John Mollenkopf noted...

Oligodendrocytes play key role in determining individual’s resilience to stress

the journal eLife from researchers at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center, CUNY...

I-Team: Poor, minority families lose when neighborhoods aren't counted in Census

Using data from the 2010 Census, the Center for Urban Research at the City University of New York created a mapping tool lab that identifies...
School Diversity Group’s Second Set of Recommendations Expected Soon; Will Take on Admissions Policies

David Bloomfield, an education professor at Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center, said he expects the second report...